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Abstract. The development of Chinese football cannot be separated from the cultivation of young football players. In order to cultivate more young football players, China has proposed the development of campus football culture. This paper analyzes the development of campus football in our country by using the method of literature and data, and believes that the construction of campus football culture in our country must be brought into an institutionalized and normalized development track in order to ensure the orderly and sustainable development of campus football and provide a backup force for the development of our country’s football cause.

Introduction

Campus football is an effective breakthrough in our country’s sports reform. To innovate the development mechanism of campus football and improve the normalization of the teaching and training of campus football, we need to start with the system of campus football, the teaching of campus football, the training of campus football and the training of talents of campus football. On the basis of implementing all the work of campus football in an all-round way, building a working system which is conducive to the normalization and institutionalization of campus football is an important way to achieve the rapid, efficient and sustainable development of campus football in China. Therefore, this paper takes campus football as the research object, combines the daily teaching and training of campus football, and launches the strategy of establishing normalization and institutionalization of campus football. Through this study, we hope to provide useful reference for better promoting the development of campus football in our country.

The Concept of Campus Football and the Campus Football Culture

The Origin of Campus Football. The development of campus football in our country can be traced back to the slogan “touch the world” which was put forward by FIFA in the plan of grassroots football. It emphasizes that any teenager, male or female, who is interested in football has the opportunity to participate in systematic football training and football matches. The goal of the slogan is to make football games ubiquitous, so that everyone can participate in football equally, so that football will no longer be far from the people and will develop into a fair, interesting and simple sport, letting more people come into contact with football, communicate through football matches, and fully enjoy the fun brought by football, so it is also called the grass-roots football program. And our country’s campus football is the embodiment of a grassroots football sport with Chinese characteristics.

The Development Background of Campus Football. The State Sports Bureau, in conjunction with the Ministry of Education and other relevant departments, put forward a call for the development of campus football in our country. The aim is to let more teenagers join in the process of sports, so that more teenagers can experience the fun that football brings to them, so that teenagers cannot only exercise through football, but also help teenagers develop the sense of team spirit and group cooperation through football.

The Culture Connotation of Campus Football. Our country’s campus football culture is a kind of football culture carried out within the specific scope of campus. It is to promote friendship between teachers and students through football, to complete the all-round development of morality,
intelligence, physique and beauty of teenagers through football, to improve the physical quality of teenagers through football, to make them love football more, and to find and select football talents for our country’s football and to promote the development of our country’s football. Our country’s campus football culture is a special kind of football culture, which is mainly based on football teaching and supplemented by extra-curricular football sports. The purpose is to cultivate teenagers’ interest in football, enable them to take an active part in football and make their physical functions develop harmoniously. Campus football culture does not only embody the characteristics of football culture, but also has the characteristics of campus culture. It is an organic combination of the two and provides a new model for football development.

**Strategic Analysis of Normal Development of Campus Football in Colleges and Universities**

To promote the development of campus football needs to start from many small details. At present, some colleges and universities do not attach special importance to football teaching, and students are less motivated to participate in football teaching. The Ministry of Education has put football education on the agenda. Attaching importance to the development of national football must begin from the campus. In order to promote the normal development of China’s football cause, colleges and universities must carry out more football-related sports activities in order to attach importance to the development of campus football activities.

To realize the normalization of football talent training and the development of college students

In many world-class competitions, our football has always been at a disadvantage, which is a great challenge for China to carry out sports activities related to football. Trying to improve the level of football in our country can take the cultivation of talents as a breakthrough to improve the development level of football in our country as a whole. In the university campus, sports activities are not uncommon. Proper sports can exercise students’ physical quality and cultivate their sense of team cooperation and comprehensive quality.

To promote the normalization of campus football activities and other sports activities

In the process of college students participating in football exercises, as a sport with strong antagonism and team cooperation, football can effectively enhance students’ competitive consciousness and fighting spirit. In the university campus, various sports activities are common, including basketball, volleyball, table tennis, tennis, badminton, yoga, health care and so on. The sports subjects of interest to different students are also different. In the process of promoting the development of campus football, colleges and universities should see some gains brought to students by other sports activities and pay attention to the balance and diversification of other sports teaching, so as to better cultivate the comprehensive quality of college students.

To achieve the coordination between campus football competition and popularization

The goal of campus football is to promote students’ physical and mental health. From the current situation of our country’s campus football, it shows certain utilitarianism, such as excessive pursuit of football results, pursuit of formal football and so on, which makes the popularization and promotion of campus football unable to develop normally and institutionally and is not conducive to the sustainable development of campus football in China.

**Strategic Analysis of Institutionalized Construction of Campus Football in Colleges and Universities**

In order to promote the development of campus football, we must establish and improve the relevant system of colleges and universities, which is the basis to promote the development of campus football activities.

To improve the evaluation system of campus football

Nowadays, many people don’t know much about campus football activities and the importance of the development of it. Colleges and universities must improve the relevant evaluation system in order to speed up the promotion of football activities. The evaluation system of campus football can effectively promote the development of campus football, including the teaching, training and
competition of campus football. The evaluation system should focus on some possible problems in the development of football activities, reasonably evaluate the development of football activities at this stage, and improve students’ learning enthusiasm to some extent. An effective evaluation system can guarantee the conditions for the development of football, which can lay a foundation for the development of football in the later period.

To establish and improve relevant football majors

Football activities can become a professional course for students. Many sports study will choose a sports activity as specialty for training. Football can naturally become one of students’ choices. In the daily football training, teachers first let students have a preliminary understanding of football-related common sense, and then gradually let students learn relevant football skills. The setting of football major is of great significance to stimulate colleges and universities to develop campus football from an innovative perspective, to examine campus football with a healthy attitude, and to expand campus football in a popular way.

To establish and improve the selection and evaluation system of colleges and universities with campus football

Constructing the selection and evaluation mechanism of campus football is an important breakthrough to promote the institutionalized development of campus football. From the current distribution of campus football in our country, the number of distribution and characteristic colleges and universities is constantly increasing, and campus football is showing a prosperous scene in number. Under such a background, the evaluation and upgrading of distribution and characteristic colleges and universities has become a way to improve the enthusiasm and effectiveness of football work in such colleges and universities. The evaluation and upgrading of campus football is of great significance to inspire colleges and universities to develop campus football from an innovative perspective, to examine campus football with a healthy attitude and to expand campus football in a popular way.

Conclusion

To sum up, campus football is an effective platform to promote the healthy development of college students’ body and mind and to promote the mass and foundation of Chinese football. In order to better realize the sustainable development of campus football, it is necessary to increase the normalization and institutionalization of campus football. The normalization of campus football is realized on the basis of the normalization of the popularization of campus football, the development of campus football matches and the flow of football talents on campus. In this process, we should aim at the healthy development of college students’ body and mind, and take the construction of the teaching content system, the management system, the talent training system and the exchange system of campus football as the starting point, so as to promote the normalization and institutionalization of the development of campus football and realize the sustainable development of campus football in our country.
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